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The number [;I, of k-dimensional subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space 
over the field with ~7 elements is a polynomial in 4 with nonnegative coefficients. We 
establish that [;14, 0 < k < n, is a log-concave sequence of polynomials. That is, the 
polynomial [;I:- Ckn,14 Ck:,14 has nonnegative coefbcients for O<k<n. 
Our proof is simple and combinatorial. Our result generalizes the easily 
seen fact that [;14, O< k <n, is a log-concave sequence of numbers when q20, 
and it strengthens our two year old observation that the polynomial 
[;I:-q Ck”,], [,:,I, has nonnegative coefficients for O<k<n. We discuss 
related results and questions. ci;l 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A polynomial a,(q) is said to be a q-analogue of an integer ak if 
ak( 1) = ak. For example, the q-binomial coefficient [i], is a q-analogue of 
the binomial coefficient (;) and Gould’s q-Stirling number of the second 
kind S,(n, k) is a q-analogue of the Stirling number of the second kind 
S(n, k). With these examples in mind, for a given property of numbers we 
search for an analogous q-property of polynomials; so that whenever the 
polynomials a,(q) satisfy the q-property, the numbers ak( 1) = ak satisfy the 
given property of numbers. For example, a q-analogue of “ak 2 0” is “a,(q) 
has nonnegative coefticients as a polynomial in q.” 
On hearing the main result in [3], Stanley recommended the following 
definition for log-concavity of a sequence of polynomials. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A sequence of polynomials a,(q), 0 Q k G n, is q-log- 
COnCaue if a,(q)2 - a& 1(q) ak+ 1(q) h as nonnegative coefficients. We say 
informally that the sequence a,(q) is q-log-concave in k. 
*This work was partially supported by NSF Grant DMS 8704562 and the Institute for 
Mathematics and Its Applications. 
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The main theorem of this paper implies that, for each n, the sequence of 
q-binomial coefficients [z], is q-log-concave in k, settling one of the conjec- 
tures in [3], 
In Section 2 we briefly state two well-known combinatorial descriptions 
of [z], which will be used to obtain the results of Sections 3 and 4. In 
Section 3, to put our main result in proper perspective, we give the easy 
combinatorial argument from [2] which shows that [;I, [;I,- 
4 ‘-k+‘CAly [,:,I, h as nonnegative coefficients if k < f, We mention an 
algebraic proof of this result subsequently supplied by Stanton. In Section 4, 
we give a beautiful combinatorial proof of the sharper result that 
[;I, [;I,- [,“,I, [,:,I, hasnonnegativecoeflicients ifk</. In Section5 
we mention related results and problems. 
2. Two COMBINATORIAL DESCRIPTIONS OF q-BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
In [6] Knuth provides a direct proof that the number of k-dimensional 
subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over the field Fq with q 
elements is the polynomial in q obtained by q-counting partitions whose 
Ferrers diagram fits in a k x (n-k) rectangle. That is, 
n [I k, =;.cy”5 
where A = (A,, A,, .., A,) with n-k>II,2A,> . . . 2 ;Ik > 0, and 1 A 1 = 1 Ai. 
This description is often rewritten in terms of multiset permutations 
n [I k q= c q’“‘“, wEY(lkZ”-“l (2) 
where 9( 1 k2n ~ k, is the set of words o = o1 w2 . . . o, in which k of the let- 
ters are 1 and n -k of the letters are 2. The inversion number of o, inv o, 
is the number of i<j such that wi> CD,. 
3. PROOF OF THE CENTERED RESULT 
The first q-log-concavity result for q-binomial coefficients was that 
[ ;]i - q[ k Y, lq Ck : ,I, has nonnegative coefficients as a polynomial in q 
(see [3]). The following proposition can be found in the author’s thesis [2, 
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Chap. 2, Section 81. We offer two proofs. The first is our simple com- 
binatorial proof using (2); the second is an algebraic proof later furnished 
by Stanton [13]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For 0 < k 6 1~ n, 
[i], [?j,-q’-k+l [k y I],[,: I], 
has nonnegative coeffficients as a polynomial in q. 
Proof 1. We describe an injection q 
such that if (~(71, a) = (v, o) then (1 -k + 1) + inv rc + inv cr = inv v + inv o. 
Given 7t~Y’(l~~‘2”-~+~) and a~9’(1’+‘2”~~‘-I), consider pairs of 
multiset permutations (v(‘), m(“) with 0 < i < n defined by 
v(il =n,71~“‘7cjdj+, ... 0” 
d’=fs,02 .‘.Oj?cj+, “‘7cc, 
Notice 
(1) v(O) = c has I + 1 l’s 
(2) v(“)=n has k- 1 l’s 
(3) the number of l’s in v(‘) differs from the number of l’s in vci+ ‘) 
by at most one. 
Since i + I> k > k - 1, it follows from the three observations above that 
there is some i, 0 < i < n, such that the number of l’s in vci) is k. Choose the 
smallest such i, and define cp(q (T) = (vci), o(‘)). It is easy to see that this 
procedure defines an injection cp. 
We write, more descriptively, that q(rc, a) = (7tLcrR, uLcrR), where 
n = nLxR, e = qLdR, and 1 n,l = 1~~1 is this minimal i. We claim that 
(I-k+l)+invn:+inva=invxLgR+inva,n,. Let m,o denote the 
number of l’s in o, and let m,o denote the number of 2’s in o. 
inv rc= inv 7cL + inv 7rR f (m2nL)(mlxR) 
inv c7 = inv uL + inv (TV + (mzoL)(mlbR) 
inv ~~6~ = inv 7rL + inv dR + (m27cL)(m, CR) 
inv dL7cR = inv bL + inv 7rR + (m20L)(m1xR) 
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so, 
mv 7cLfsR + mv fsL7rR - mv 7r - mv fl 
= (m*nLNml CR) + (m*flL)(m, 71173 
- (m*~L)(ml~R)- (m*~L)(ml~R) 
=(m271,-m20,)(m,aR-ml?lR) 
= (m2(nLoR) - m20)(ml(~LoR) -mln) 
=((a-k)-(n-I-l))(k-(k-1)) 
=I--k+ 1. 
This injection was inspired by Bhatt and Leiserson’s paper [ 11, however, 
as the existence of the following algebraic proof suggests, it is better viewed 
as a Gessel-Viennot style lattice path argument [S]. 
Proof #2 (Stanton). The reader is referred to Macdonald [S] for 
definitions and results employed here. Let 0 <k 6 1 <II. In n variables 
x = (Xl) x2, . ..) x,) the dual form of the Jacobi-Trudi identity [S, Chap. 1, 
3.53, which expands a Schur function in terms of elementary symmetric 
functions, yields 
Using the principal specialization e,( 1, q, . . . . q”- ‘) = q”‘- ‘)/* [:I, (see, 
e.g., [8, Chap. 1, Section 2, Ex. 3]), we obtain 
S(2W)( 1, 4, ..., qn- ’ ) 
Our result now is seen to follow from the fact that the Schur function 
s~~~-+x) has nonnegative coefficients as a polynomial in xi, x2, . . . . x, (see, 
e.g., [8, Chap. 1, 5.121). 1 
The following corollary has a proof employing an injection, as above, 
but we deduce it from Proposition 3.1. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. For O<k-r<k<lfl+r<n, 
has nonnegative coefficients as a polynomial in q. 
Proof: By the above proposition, each term of the following 
sum has nonnegative coefficients, 
telescoping 
At the beginning of Section 4, we indicate why we refer to the above as 
centered results. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
A polynomial c0 + cI q + . .. + cnq” of degree n is symmetric and 
unimodal if c, = c, ~ ; and c, < ci + i for i < n/2. Since [:I, is a symmetric, 
unimodal polynomial (see, e.g., [15]), so are [;I, [;I, and [kZl]y [,:,I,. 
As observed in [2,2.8.4], since the degree of [;I, [;I, exceeds the degree 
of [,“,I, [,:,I, by 2(l+k+l), the result of Section3 may be viewed as 
a corollary of our main result that [;I, [;I,- [,“,I,, [,:,I, has non- 
negative coefftcients. In fact, as is easily seen from the geometric representa- 
tion of symmetric, unimodal polynomials given in the following example, if 
[;I, [‘I],- [,“,I, [I;,], has nonnegative coefficients then [g], [;I,- 
qi[kl,], [,:,I, has nonnegative coefficients for O<i<2(1-k+ 1). The 
result in Section 3 is the weakest of these; our main result of this section 
is the strongest. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. The polynomial [ T]i = 1 + 2q + 3q2 + 4q3 + 3q4 + 2q5 + 
q6 may be pictured as the curve in Fig. la; The polynomial [i], [ :I, = 
1 + q + 2q2 + q3 + q4 may be pictured as the curve in Fig. lb. 
Since the curve for [i], [ :], never rises above the curve for [ :] i, we see 
that the polynomial [I]: - [l], [:I, has nonnegative coefficients. 
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4 2 4 The prctures for [ 1], - qi [:I, C21y, i = 0, 1, 2, are shown in Figs. 2a, b, 
and c, respectively. Multiplication by qi shifts the curve for [i], [i], to the 
right i units. 
THEOREM 4.2. For 0 <k 6 I < n, 
has nonnegative coefficients as a polynomial in q. 
Prqof We use (1) to give a combinatorial proof. Let B denote the set 
of partitions of nonnegative integers. Let g(k, n-k) denote the set of all 
partitions whose Ferrers diagrams tit in a k x (n -k) rectangle. We describe 
an injection cp, 
cp:Y(k-l,n-k+l)xY(Z+l,n-1-l)qg(k,n-k)xY(Z,n-1) 
suchthatifcp(A,~)=(~,P)thenIAI+I~l==(qI+Ipl. 
The injection cp is a composition of two maps. We define maps d and 
9 on 9 x 9 and observe that 
(1) &’ and Y are involutions on 9 x 9. 
(2) &(.P(k-l,n-k+l) x Y(I+i,n-l-l)) c Y(k-l,n-k) x 
9ql+ 1, n -I). 
(3) p(Y(k-l,n-k)xY(f+l,n-Z))cB(k,n-k)x8(1,n-I). 
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We first define d. Given partitions 1” and p, let I be largest so that 
i,,>p,+, +(l-k+ 1) else, if no such I exists, let I= 0. Define 
d(l, p) = (y, z), where 
y=(&+(I-k+l) ,...) p,+(f-k+l),1,+,,2,+2 )...) 
7=(2,-(I-k+]) ,..., lb,-(I-k+l),p,+,,&+z )... ). 
We define Y likewise. Given partitions y and 7, let y’ and 7’ denote the 
conjugate partitions (so that 7; is the length of the Jth column of the 
Ferrers diagram of 7). Let J be largest so that 7; 3 y;, 1 + (/- k + 1) else, 
if no such J exists, let J= 0. Define P’(y, 7) = (q, p), where 
q=(d-(l-k+l) ,..., z;-(I-k+l),y;+,,y;+2 ,... )’ 
P=(Y’,+(~-k+l) ,..., f,+(I-k+l),7;+,,7;+2 ,... )’ 
Ifweletr(~,~)=(~,~)andc(;l,~)=(~’,~’),thenY=r~c~d~c~r.So 
to show (1) we need only show & is an involution. The verification is 
straigtforward once we show y is a partition. By the choice of 1, we have 
1 If1 < p,+ 2 + (I - k + 1). Since p is a partition, we have p,+ 2 Q ,u,. 
Therefore, 1, + i < CL, + (I-k + l), which is more than we need for y to be 
a partition. The verifications of (2) and (3) are straightforward. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.3. We illustrate the injection rp of Theorem 4.2. Suppose 
n=20, k=8, and 1=9. If 2=(13, 11, 10, 9, 7, 2, I) and p=(lO, 10, 10, 8, 
8, 6, 5, 4, 4, 3), then the computation of (y, 7) = &‘(A, p) is shown in 
Fig. 3a, and the computation of (q, p) = P’(y, 7) is shown in Fig. 3b. 
A special case of the above theorem gives the main result of this paper. 
COROLLARY 4.4. The sequence of q-binomial coefficients [z], is q-log- 
concave in k. 
FIG. 3. The injection cp of Theorem 4.2: (a) &: t :A, p) ++ (Y> 7); (b) 9 
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The following corollary has a proof employing an injection, as above, 
but we deduce it from Theorem 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.5. For Odk-r<k<l<l+r<n, 
has nonnegative coefficients as a polynomial in q. 
Proof: By the above proposition, each term of the following telescoping 
sum has nonnegative coefficients, 
=:~~([k~~,[I:i],-[k-:-l],[i+:+I],)’ ’ 
5. RELATED RESULTS AND QUESTIONS 
At the special session in Algebraic Combinatorics at the AMS meeting in 
East Lansing, Michigan in March 1988, we presented our combinatorial 
proof that the sequence of q-binomial coefficients [;I, is q-log-concave in 
k and announced the conjecture that the sequence of q-Stirling numbers of 
the second kind s&n, k) is q-log-concave in k. Within days after the meet- 
ing, Sagan [12] found another proof of q-log-concavity of the sequence of 
q-binomial coefficients. It employes recursions and makes use of the idea at 
the beginning of Section 4. A week later, Leroux [7] and Sagan [ 121 found 
proofs of the conjecture for q-Stirling numbers. Sagan’s proof employs the 
recursion g&n, k) = S,(n - 1, k - 1) + [k], S,(n - 1, k), where s&O, 0) = 1 
and [k],=l+q+ ... +q - . k i The proof due to Leroux uses a com- 
binatorial description of S&n, k) inspired by Knuth [6] and Milne [9]. 
He employs a refinement of our involution d and a modification of 
our involution Y to establish q-log-concavity. His approach immediately 
yields a log-concavity result for the p, q-Stirling numbers of the second 
kind of Wachs and White [14]. Namely, Leroux shows if 3, ,(n, k) = 
$P,,(n - 1, k - 1) + [k], 4 (n - 1, k), where sP,,(O, 0) = 1 and [k],, 4 = 
P, k-1 +Pk-2q+ ... +~~q’k-~+q~-‘;then, for k<Z, S,,,(n,k)sp,,(n,Z)- 
S,,,(n, k - 1) sp,,(n, I+ 1) has nonnegative coefficients as a polynomial in 
the two variables p and q. 
The main conjecture in [ 31 is still open. Namely, let cr,(k; p) denote the 
number of subgroups of order pk in a finite abelian p-group of type 1 E 9. 
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Then a,(k;p) is a polynomial in p, described combinatorially in [a]. The 
conjecture is that the sequence a,(k;p) is p-log-concave in k. Strauss, on 
Princeton’s Computers and Information Technology staff, has verified this 
conjecture for 1 i 1 < 29. The main result of the present paper establishes this 
conjecture for ,? = 1”. Stanley asked about p-log-concavity in k when we 
first presented our proof that the sequence a,(k;p) is p-unimodal in k. 
Brualdi asked the same question at a later presentation. Rabau [ 111 found 
an alternative combinatorial proof that the sequence of q-binomial coef- 
ficients is q-unimodal to the one given in [3]. In [2] we remarked that a 
q-log-concave sequence of polynomials need not be q-unimodal (e.g., 
2 + 5q, 4 + 4q, 5 + 2q). Leroux observed that the sequence of polynomials 
s&9, k) is not q-unimodal in k. 
Notice that one can restrict the involutions d and Y to various subsets 
of 9 x B to obtain a plethora of results about q-binomial coefficients. For 
example, for n B m take &’ = &-, + 1, where &l-k + 1 is the involution 
described in Theorem 4.2. Since d(P(k, (n + 1) - k) x P(k, (m - 1) -k) c 
P(k,n--k)xP(k,m-k), we conclude that [;I, [;I,-- Cnllly Crn;‘ly 
has nonnegative coefficients for n > m. For m = 12, this result shows that the 
sequence of q-binomial coeflicients is q-log-concave in n. We first described 
this injection on pairs of words (71, a) E Y( 1 k2(n + ’ ’ ‘) x Y( 1 k, 2’” ~ ’ ) k ). 
Define (vci’, c~(~‘) by v(i)=~17tZ...71i~I...~n..l and o”‘=gi... 
. ~i-l~i+l”‘~n~n+l, choose the smallest i such that the number of 2’s in 
v(‘) is n - k; finish as in Proof # 1 of Proposition 3.1. Stanton [ 131 
observed the corresponding result for q-Stirling numbers: If n > m, then 
sp ,(n, k) sP,,(m, k) - S,,,(n + 1, k) ZJrn - 1, k) has nonnegative coef- 
ficients. This result follows immediately from the fact that zp.,(n, k) = 
hn-k([llp,,, . . .T Ckl,,,) and S,,~k,m-k)(X)=h,~k(X)h,-k(X)--h(.+l). kcX) 
h (,+ 1,p k(~~). Stanton’s original observation, for m = II and p = 1, shows 
that the sequence of Gould’s q-Stirling numbers of the second kind is 
q-log-concave in n. Leroux suitably restricts the domain of his refinement 
of A-,,, to provide a combinatorial proof of the general result for 
p, q-Stirling numbers. 
Finally, we remind the reader of another, more famous, class of conjec- 
tures. A polynomial a, + a, q + . + anqn is said to be unimodal if the 
sequence of numbers a,, a,, . . . . a, is unimodal. O’Hara [lo] recently found 
the first combinatorial proof that [;I, is a unimodal polynomial. Strauss 
has verified that a,(k; p) is a unimodal polynomial in p for 1 ill < 29. Garsia 
and Remmel [4] conjecture that S&n, k) is a unimodal polynomial. Wachs 
and White [14] ask whether S&n, k) might be a log-concave polynomial. 
White has verified this conjecture for n, k < 20. Stanton observed the curious 
fact that [iI~-dk”,lq [k:,lq is a unimodal polynomial. (This fact 
follows immediately from the computation in Proof # 2 of Proposition 3.1 
and the unimodality of the polynomial s~‘L~~+~(I, q, . . . . q”-l).) See, e.g., [8, 
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Chap. 1, Section 8, Ex. 41. Strauss had conjectured that cr,(k;p)* - 
a,(k - 1; p) a,(k + 1; p) is a unimodal polynomial. Stanton’s observation 
and Strauss’ conjecture may be extended to the case k 6 1 as in Proposi- 
tion 3.1 and Theorem 4.2. 
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